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ON PURE-HIGH SUBGROUPS OF ABELIAN GROUPS 

By Asif Mashhood 

In this paper we investigate what groups G can be represented in the form 
Hextp (B, A) for suitable groups A andB. Theorem 1 shows that such groups 

must necessarily be direct sum of cyclic groups of the same order p. Further
more, we discuss in this paper the class of groups all ofwhose pure-lligh èx-
tensions by torsion groups are splitting. 

A sub-group H of G is a pure-high sub-group of G if it is maximal disjoint 
among pure subgroups. The exact sequence 0-• A-• G-• B-'-• o is a pure
high extension if and only if there exists a subgroup K of G such that A is 

maximal disjoint from K and(A+K)/K is pure in G/K. A high subgroup of a 
group is a pure-high subgroup of that group, and that if A is pure-highin X , 

A1=0 and X/A is divisible, then A is a high subgroup of X. Furthermore, if 

B is divisible and A 1=0 then HextpCB, A)=Hext(B, A). The elements of Hext;ρ 
(B, A), that is, the pure-high exact sequences can be described in a manner 

analogous to the definition of high sequences. In general we adopt the nota

tions used in [1). 

Before establishing the main theorem we prove the following lemma. 

LEMMA. For an elementary φ-group A the following Jzold. 

(a) Hext ,,( n Z(q) , A)르Hext，，( 밍 Z(q) , A) 
Y qεP Y qEP 

(b) Hom (Q E8 n Z(q) , A)=O 
qεp 

(c) Hex(.(Q E8 n Z(q), A)=O 
Y qEP 

PROOF. E8 Z(q) coincides with the maximal torsion subgroup of n Z(q) and 
qEP qεp 

the factor group n Z(q)/ 밍 Z(q) is divisible (see theorem 9.2 and exercise 
qEP qEP 

9.14 respectively of [2)). lt is' easy to verify that the sequence 
0-• θ Z(q)-• n Z(q)-• n Z(q)/ 밍 Z(q)-• O 

qεP qEP qEP qεp 

is pure-high exact. Theorem 6 of [3) implies that the sequence 
Hext ,,( n Z(q)/.E8 Z(q), A)-• ijext,,( n Z(q), A)-• Hext,,( 밍 Z(q) , A)-• 9 

Y qEP qεP • Y qEP Y qEP 
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is exact. Since every elementary p-group is a direct sum of cyclic groups ofthe 

same order p and does not contain elements of infinite height it follows that 

A1=0. AIsohZ(q)/ EB Z(q) is divisible andhèIlcebÿ' -[31 
qEP q르P 

HextnC n Z(q)/ 잉 Z(q) , A)=Hext (n Z(q)/ ‘ EÐ Z(q) , A) 
Y qEP qEP qεP - qEP 

C Pext( n Z(q)/ θ Z(q) , A) 
、 qεP , qEP 

c Next( n Z(q)/ 잉 Z(q) , A) 
qεP qEP 

=0 
since A is an elementary p-group. This is in accordance with a result of
Hauptfleisch [41 who proved that if A=Z(n)= {，α} then [1εT(A， B) if and onlv if 
b一 l
g’[(α， z·α) ε nB. Consequently, if A is acyclic group of prime order ψ then 

f ” (A, B)=T(A,- B) SO that Next(A, B)=O when A is an eKInentary P-group. 

-' To prove (b) , Hom(Q θ n Z(q), A)=- Hom(Q, A) EÐ Hom(n_Z(q), A) Hom 
qεP qEP 

(Q, A) =0, since Q is divisible and A -is reduced. Furthermore, the exactness 

of the seqüenee 
0-'• EÐ Z(q)' n Z(q)'-'• n Z(q)/ θ← Z(q)-• 9 

qεP qεP qEP qEP 

impIies the exactness of the sequence 

0-• Hom( n Z(q)/ 밍 Z(q) , A)-• Hom( n Z(q) , A)-• Hom( EÐ Z(q) , A) 
qEP , qεP qEP qεp 

(See theorem 44.4 of [1]). The first group is 0, since n Z(q)/ 밍 Z(q) is di-
qEP qEP 

visible and A Is reduced. The last group is alsoO, since EÐ Z(q) is a q-group and 
qεP 

A is a p-group. 

To prove (c) , again 

Hexth(Q EÐ n Z(q), A)르Hexth(Q， A) 밍 Hexth( n Z(q), A). Since A1= 0 and Q 
Y qEP Y Y qEP 

is divisible it fo lIows from [31 that HextpCQ, A)=Hext(Q, A) UPext(Q, A)CNext 

(Q , A) =0 because A is an elementry p-group. Also by lemma, part (a), and 

theorem 7 of" [31. 

HextnC n Z(q) , A)즌Hexth( θ Z(q) , A)르 
Y qEP r qEP 

n Hexth(Z(q) , A)= n(nq Pext(Z(q) , A)) 
qεP r q 

since Z(q) is torsion and is contained in 
n( n q Next (Z(q) , A))=O; 

q 

Next we prove what groups G can be represented in the form Hextp(B, A) 

-
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for suitable groups A and B. 

THEOREM 1. Every elementary p-group Z-s the Hextp-groμ~p. 

PROOF. Imbed Z in the divisible group Q: 0-• Z a .Q. Define a monomor
phism a of Z into Q EB n (Z/qZ) by α : z-• (az, ( …, z+qz, …)), z ε Z. Then 

qεp 

aZ is a neat subgroup of Q θ n (Z/qZ) , for if r is any prime number and 
qEP 

(z, ( …, zp +qZ, …))εQEB n (Z/qZ) such that r(z , ( …, zp+qZ, ... ))=δz=(az. 
Y qεp 

(… , z+qZ, ... )) then rz=az and r("' , z.+qZ, ''')=(''', z+qZ, "'). From the p 

second equality it follows that zεrZ， say z=rz', z'εZ. Hence 

az=(αz， (''', z+qZ, "-))=(arz' , ("', rz'+qZ, ... )) 

=r(.αz'， ( ... , z’ +qZ, ... )) 

=r(az')εr(aZ) 

proving that a Z is a neat subgroup of Q EB n Z/qZ which is isomorphic to Q 
qEP 

θ n Z(q) , and a Z is maximal disjoint from θ Z(q). This is in accordance 
qEP qEP 

with the remark of Harrison [3] Section 4, that is A is "a neat subgroup of G 
if and only if A is maximal disjoint from some subgroup K of G. 

It is easy to see that δZ is pure in Q θ n Z(q). Furthermore, EB Z(q) is 
qEP qεp 

the maximal torsion subgroup of n Z(q) and therefore of Q θ n Z(q). Hence 
qεP . qεp 

aZ+ θ Z(q) is pure in Q θ n Z(q) (see exercise 5, page 116 of [1]). By lem-
qEP qEP 

ma 26.1 of [1] we have (aZ + EB Z(q))/ EB Z(q) is pure in (QEB f1 Z(q))/ 잉 
qEP qεP q드P qEP 

Z(q). From thcorem 4 of [3] it follows that the sequence 

0 -Z-x-즈.QEB n Z(q) 
qEP 

is pure-high exact. Theorem 6 of [3] 

G the sequence 

-(Q EB n Z(q))/ a Z -0 
qεp 

implies that for an elementary p-group 

Hom(Q EB n Z(q) , G) 
IJEP 

+Hom(Z, G)-• Hext.((Q 잉 n Z(q))/aZ, G) 
Y qEP 

+Hext.(Q 밍 n Z(q) , G) 
Y çεp 

is exact. The first and the last 

==.G it follows 

groups are 0 by lemma, and since Hom(Z, G) 

G르Hext，，((Q EB n Z(q))/aZ, G). 
Y qEP 

This proγes that a group which is direct sum of cyclic groups of the same 

order p is a Hex당-group. 

We shall now study the class of groups all of whose pure-high extensions by 
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torsion groups are splitting. 

A group G is caIled a H~ -group if Hex상(T， G)=O for aIl torsion groups T. 

THEOREM 2. A necessary and suffz"cient condiNon for a groμp G to be a H&

group is that HextpCZ(P∞)， G)=O for all prime numbers p. 

PROOF. OnIy sufficiency needs verification. Since a torsion group is the 
direct sum of p-groups, it is sufficient to prove the result for ψ-group. If T is 
any ψ-group then we have the existence of a pure-high exact sequence 

0-• H-• T-• TIH .0 with H , direct sum of cyclic groups and TIH= 

밍 Z(P∞). The sequence 

HextpCTIH , G)-• HextpCT , G)-• HextpCH , G) is exact. H is torsion; hence 

Hext ,,(H , G)=n φ Pext(H, G)=O for H is the direct sum of cyclic groups. AIso 
r p 

Hext ,,(T/H , G)=Hexth ( EB Z(P∞)， G)= n Hext^(Z(p∞)， G)=O. 
Y r pεp pεp y 

It is easy to prove that a direct product. nGi is a H~-group if and only if each 

Gi is. 

The folIowing theorem gives more insight into H파;k-g맑맑rou뼈1 

THEOREM 3. Let 0-• H-• G-• G/H .0 be þure-high exact then following 

hold. 

(a) If botk H a%d G/H are H%-gr0%Ps, thex so ts G. 

(b) If G z"s a H~-grouP， then so is H whenever the factor gro때 z"s reduced. 

(c) G is a H~-grouP zf and only if H z"s a H~.gro때 wheneνer GI H is torsion 

free. 

PROOF. (a), (b) and Cc) foIlow from the exact sequences 

Hextp(ZCP'∞)， H)-→Hex상CZ (양∞)， G)-→HextpCZ(P'∞)， G/H) , CZ(p∞)， G/H) 

-→HextpCZCP'∞)， H)-→Hextp(Z(P∞)， G) and Hom (Z(P'∞)， GIH)-• HextpCZ 

Cp∞)， H)-→Hextp(Z(p∞)， G)I-→HextpCZ(P∞)， G/H) respectively. 

A. M. U. AIigarh 

India 
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